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Get Motivated! 

Posted by Martha Newman, J.D., PCC, TopLawyerCoach, LLC • April 13, 2010 • Printer-

friendly  

 

5 Motivational Quotes to Lift You UP and Move You FORWARD! 

It may sound cliche but motivation really is the KEY TO SUCCESS! 

Motivation moves you forward when you want to give up. It gives you strength and courage to 

go after your dreams. 

Ask yourself right now - ARE YOU MOTIVATED TODAY? 

If not, here are five quotes to get you motivated and your sights set on success! 

1. 

“The vision that you glorify in your mind, the ideal that you enthrone in your heart, this you will 

build your life by, and this you will become.” - James Allen, As a Man Thinketh 

Think it, and you will achieve it! 
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If you see yourself as a success, then you will become a success. Whatever you consistently 

ponder, you will become. 

2. 

“The fishing is best where the fewest go, and the collective insecurity of the world makes it easy 

for people to hit home runs while everyone else is aiming for base hits. There is just less 

competition for bigger goals. If you are insecure, guess what? The rest of the world is, too. Do 

not overestimate the competition and underestimate yourself. You are better than you think.”-

Timothy Ferris, The Four Hour Work Week 

Never underestimate the competition! 

Someone has to be successful.  Someone has to be number one.  Someone has to be the best, why 

not you! 

3. 

“I do not have superior intelligence or faultless looks. I do not captivate a room or run a mile 

under six minutes. I only succeeded because I was still working after everyone else went to 

sleep.”- Greg Evans 

Keep working and keep focused! 

Keep working towards your goal and eventually you will get there. The key is to remain focused! 

4. 

“You got a dream, you gotta protect it. People can’t do something themselves, they wanna tell 

you, you can’t do it. If you want something, go get it. Period.”-Will Smith in the Movie: Pursuit 

of Happyness 

If you want it, go get it! 

If you have a dream, go after it. Never let someone tell you what you can’t do. 

You can do whatever you believe you can do. 
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5. 

“The greatest achievement was at first, and for a time, but a dream.” - Napoleon Hill 

Remember, success starts small. 

Everyone has small beginnings. Embrace them! Success starts small but always ends BIG! 

Nothing happens without motivation. 

Reflect on these quotes daily to stay focused and continue on the path to success! 

Adapted from the article The 7 Most Motivational Quotes Ever Spoken published by 

MrSelfDevelopment.com. 
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